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CHICAGO, IL  September 15, 2020

HEAD INTO THE MOTHER LANDS FOR A BRIGHTER, BLACKER FUTURE

Into the Mother Lands is a new sci-fi role playing game, powered by the Cortex Prime system. Sponsored and funded by Twitch, Mother Lands will premiere an Actual Play of the new IP on October 4, 2020

Players will land on Musalia, 1500 years or so after descendants of Emperor Musa made their way to the Mother Lands after a strange, very off-course detour on the way to the Americas.

Play as descendents of Emperor Musa, one of the alien cultures that called Musalia home before they arrived; or cultures that evolved from the blending of human and alien technologies.

Take a journey with us into a sci-fi world that will take you to new places, test your skills & your wits. Make your own path on Musalia's many locations and learn their cultures when the system & book are published in the near future.

ABOUT: Mother Lands RPG is a new sci-fi RPG IP created by Tanya DePass, leading a team of veteran Black & POC developers, on screen talent, artists, and more who are building out the world and its stories together, all with sponsorship by Twitch.
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